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Abstract—The last decade witnessed an exponential growth
of smartphones and their users, which has drawn massive
attention from malware designers. The current malware de-
tection engines are unable to cope with the volume, velocity,
and variety of incoming malware. Thus the anti-malware
community is investigating the use of machine learning and
deep learning to develop malware detection models. How-
ever, research in other domains suggests that the machine
learning/deep learning models are vulnerable to adversarial
attacks. Therefore in this work, we proposed a framework to
construct robust malware detection models against adversarial
attacks. We first constructed twelve different malware detection
models using a variety of classification algorithms. Then we
acted as an adversary and proposed Gradient-based Adver-
sarial Attack Network to perform adversarial attacks on the
above detection models. The attack is designed to convert the
maximum number of malware samples into adversarial samples
with minimal modifications in each sample. The proposed
attack achieves an average fooling rate of 98.68% against
twelve permission-based malware detection models and 90.71%
against twelve intent-based malware detection models. We
also identified the list of vulnerable permissions/intents which
an adversary can use to force misclassifications in detection
models. Later we proposed three adversarial defense strategies
to counter the attacks performed on detection models. The
proposed Hybrid Distillation based defense strategy improved
the average accuracy by 54.21% for twelve permission-based
detection models and 59.14% for intent-based detection models.
We also concluded that the adversarial-based study improves
the performance and robustness of malware detection models
and is essential before any real-world deployment.
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Problem Overview and Proposed Architecture

� Literature suggests thatmalware detection systemsbasedonML /DLmod-

els are currently state-of-the-art and are showing promising results

� Despite having superior performance, these detectionmodels are suscep-

tible to adversarial attacks

� We investigated the robustness of android malware detection models

against the adversarial attacks

� We proposed Gradient Adversarial Attack Network (GAAN) which per-

forms evasion attack(s) against permission / intent based malware detec-

tion models built using different machine / deep learning algorithms

� We also proposed three different defense strategies against adversarial at-

tacks and thereby increased the robustness of malware detection models
Fig: Proposed framework for constructing robust malware detection model(s)

Adversarial Attacks and Defenses
� The proposed adversarial attack agent crafts perturbations governed by

policy extracted from the GAAN

� Thepolicy is designed to performevasion attacks bymodifyingmalicious

samples such that they are forcefullymisclassified as benign bymalware

detection models

� Goal of the optimal policy is to modify the maximum number of ma-

licious samples with minimum modifications in each sample to gener-

ate newmalicious variants that are forcefully misclassified by detection

models

� Optimal policy ensures that each modification is syntactically possible

and does not disrupt any functional or behavioral aspect of the applica-

tion(s)

� GAAN is designed for the grey-box scenario where an adversary is as-

sumed to have knowledge about dataset and features but no informa-

tion about malware detection models or their architecture

Fig: Performance of permission / intent based malware detection models

against GAAN attack concerning fooling rate

Fig: Distribution of 10 most frequently modified permissions / intent during

10-bit GAAN attack on twelve detection models

Experimental Results and Conclusion
� We proposed the GAAN strategy to perform evasion attacks against

twelve distinct malware detection models built using a variety of classi-

fication algorithms (ML, bagging, boosting, DNN)

� The twelve different permission based malware detection models

achieve an average accuracy of 93.35% whereas twelve intent-based

detection models attain an average accuracy of 80.17%
� The evasion attack with a maximum of 10 modifications achieved an av-

erage fooling rate of 98.68% against twelve permission-based malware

detection models and 90.71% against intent based detection models

� We also developed vulnerability lists of permissions / intents, which ad-

versaries can use to force misclassifications against malware detection

models

� We designed three adversarial defense strategies (Adversarial Retrain-

ing, GAN Retraining, and Hybrid Distillation) for malware detection

models to counter evasion attacks. The proposed hybrid distillation de-

fense strategy achieved an average accuracy improvement of 54.21%
for twelve permission-basedmalware detectionmodels and 59.14% for

intent-based detection models

� The highest accuracy was achieved by the Random Forest model

(95.80%) followed by the Extra Tree model (95.16%) with adversarial

retraining based defense strategy. Overall the hybrid distillation per-

formed best, followed by adversarial retraining and GAN based defense

� We conclude that the adversarial defense does improve the robustness

of malware detection models and should be validated before any real-

world deployment of any malware detection models

Fig: Performance of permission / intent based malware detection models

(baseline and defense strategies) against GAAN attack
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